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Off the beaten track
HCL's new campaign uses the teaser-reveal format perfected by FMCG
companies to demonstrate how it is different from the rest of the pack
CAMPAIGN LOGIC • MASOOM GUPTE

his is a strong, edgy image
building ad for a company in a
somewhat conservative industry. Conservative because when a
company in the information technology space undertakes an image building exercise it simply gets down to the
nuts and bolts. There is a type of righteousness and seriousness that creeps
into agency thinking — and this
reflects in the output.
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That's not to say image-building
exercises by Indian agencies have not
been creative. Kotak Mahindra's
'Zindagi ka hisaab-kitaab' campaign
and Hero MotoCorp's 'Hum me hain
hero' are two good examples, where
the respective agencies have driven
home the message without being
completely in your face about it. Yes,
for the advertiser the stakes are
undoubtedly high, but that applies to
all brand advertising. So what's the
harm in being a little entertaining, if
you can get away with it?
The currently-on-air campaign
from HCL will, one can safely assume,
play no small role in pushing its recall
a notch higher. Reason: for a corporate campaign, it is quite unlike any
other. It doesn't talk about making a
difference or giving back to the community and hopefully changing the

lives of a few. While the
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In some ways, this one harks back an effective creative campaign in the around the first week of August.
to the 2005 'Fearless' campaign of form of a teaser can set a company Being the annual campaign for HCL,
HCL, that screamed bold lines like At apart from the competition and it will be back in the later months
HCL there is only one thing more allows it to give to its potential cus- and aired in short bursts. An inteimportant than brains — guts' or 'you tomers an image of what makes the grated ad (that will pull parts of
don't have more courage when you brand different from the competition. the teaser and reveal ads together
are young, you have less fear'. The
But is it a good fit with the nature as one commercial) is in the works
only difference, the virtue is no longer of the business HCL is in? The jury is and will be used for the later bursts,
courage, it is now innovation, the out on that one. "The central figures says Singh. •

